Digitizing the great indoors
- Enabling digital value creation indoors
Outdoor is digitalized almost entirely.
No GPS reception
Next-level Indoor Digitization

Mapping Trolley – Capture

IndoorViewer - Visualize

Navigation App - Navigate
Mapping Trolley

NavVis
3D Mapping Trolley
Navigation App
Example enterprise client: Full production line digitisation

Time vs. previous project: 6 months to 2 days
Cost vs. previous project: 10%
Alte Pinakothek – Live Demo
Spin-off from TU Munich

- 130 employees
- 20 nationalities
- 30 different languages
- Two out of five teams are led by women

Partnerships with industry leaders incl. Siemens, Esri, SAP, Telekom, MUC Airport, Hemminger Ingenieurbüro

VC backed since Q3 2014

Partner in over 20 countries
Digitizing the great indoors